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iA contract between Lehigh University, Institute of Research,
Fritz Engineering Laboratory, Hydraul~cs Division, an~ National Bulk
Carriers, Inc. prov~ded for experiment~l stud~es dealing with the feasi-
bility of using a "90 0 elbow meter" for measurement of slurry type flows
commoply encountered in harbor dredging operations.
A 90° elbow meter i~ to be calibrated against ap;eviously
calibrated magn~tic flow meter. An empirical relationship rel~ting the
..':
parametera involved which control the practical ~se o~ the elbow mete~
will be determined.
lhe project has been under the direction of Professor W. P.
Isaacs. Mr. E. G. Pittbrenner i~stal1ed the eq~ipment and assisted in
the tests. Manuscript preparation was done by Mies J. E. Frit~
Dr~ J. B. Herbich ~s Chairman of the Hydr4ulic~ Division.
Professor W. J. En~y is the Head of the Civil En,g;i..nee:r;ing Department and
F+itz Engineeri~g L~boratory. Dr. L. S. Beedle is the Director of Fritz
Engineering Laborato~y.
ii
A four-inch 90° elbow ~eter w_s calibrated against ~ magnetic
flow meter. A flow range of from· 0 - 1100 gpm was effected in the calib~
ration. Water and five concentrations of a silt~clay- water mixture are
included in the calibration tests.
l'he basic theory of the tlelbow meter" is discussed and ,an empiri-
cal mathematical relation between liquid concentration, differential head,
and pipe velocity is presented and discussed. The feasibility of use of
the elbow meter for flow measurement of slurry type flow is highly possible,
but calibration of meter in place is recommended. Also the viscous proper-
ties of the mate~ial are believed to play an important role. in the meter's
performance.
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A' = cross-sectional area of elbow and pipeline
a ::; slope of Q VB • .QH line on a log""log plot of data
b = K",intercept on a log-log plot of K VB. eflOOO where c = 1000 gil
c = liquid density, concentration (g/lite4)
Ck =; dimensionless cQefficient in elbow meter equation, (AH = Ck V
2 /2g)
dk ' =; (c/1000)0.769 Ck , dimensionless coefficient used for correcting
Ck v~lue when Weehawken mud is silt-elay-water mixture being metered
(c ) =k
(C ) ::;k c
C
k
va~ue 'experimentally determined
'Ck value computed from theoretical equation
D.
d
g
h
o
h.
1.
AH
=
=
=
=
Diameter of elbow and pipeline
s~ope o~ K vs. c/~OOO line on a log~log plot of the data
gravitational acceleration (32.2 ft/sec 2)
piezometric head mea~ured at outside tap on 90° elbow
piezometric head measured at inside tap on 90 0 elbow
transverse differential piezometric head between outside and inside
elb,ow meter taps.
K ~ Q-intercept:; on a log-log plot of Q "',s. AH where AH.:::;l
M
Q
=
=
=
=
differential manometer deflection, (inches of H )
, g
, ~DVReynolds Number, <p )
discharge
di~charge computed from e~perimentally determined empirical
equations.
Q
rn
= discharge measured by magnetic flow meter
QR = discharge computed from theoretical equation recommended in
literature review
R = Genterline radius of 90° elbow
R ~ dynalog recorder reading for discharge
r ~ cross-sectional area radius of 90 9 elbow
v = average velocity through 90° elbow meter
x = dimensionless ratio of centerline radius, R, to cross-sectional
area radius, r.
f' = mass density of fluid metered
fA = absolute viacosity of fluid metered
4> = symbol used for indefinite "function"
vi
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I. INTRODUCTIO~
The use of a 90 0 elbow as a meter for measuring the rate of flow
of water is quite well known. The meter is simple and inexpensive. It
usually causes no additional head loss in a system, since an existing
elbow in the system can be utili~ed as the meter by merely tapping the
inside and outside of the bend and attaching a standard manometer system
to th~ taps. It has been po~ted out by many investigators, however, that
an elbow ~eter should be cali~rated in place to give best results.
One method currently b~ing used to measure the rate of flow of
slurries in pipe systems is a magnetic flow meter. The method is very
accurate (approximately ±1% if calibrated in place). The cost of such
a mete~, however, in a large installation is considerable. Of course, an
elbowmete~ will not reflect the flow rate with the high accuracy of a
magnetic flow meter, but then the degree of accuracy necessary for a meter-
ing task is one. of the most i~portant considerations to be made in the
selection ofa type of meter. The accuracy of metering on a dredging
operationis not normally within such accuracy.
In the dredging industry, ,where silt-clay-water mi~tures are
pumpeq in the operation, a~ elbow meter near a centrifugal pump would give
quite a reliable guidance concerning the relative flow iri the discharge
system. Regardless of the head-discharge relationship which obtains a given
elbow manometer deflection, a pump user making a reading on a Ifbend" in
the delivery pipe could tell at a later date whether or not the :pump was
holding its output.
There were two basic o~jectives in this study: (1) to calibrate
an elbow'meter to see how closely the elbow taps differential reflects the
, .. 2-
f~ow indicated by the magnet~c ~low meter, when wat~r i~ peing pumped
ehroug~ the e~perimental ~yetem. (2) To repe~t objective (1), using a
minimum of the three densitie~ 0:£ a silt""c1ay~water 'mi}C;t;:ur'e commonly
h~ndled by dred~pumping o~er~tions, and to determine if an elbow meter
c~n be used to reflect' the flow rates when the eystem is car~ying a silt-
clay~water mixture.
.. 3~"
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Taylor, D. C. and McPherson, M. B. (4) reported an elbow meter
performanc'e study made on a review of the:literature relating to ~ large
number of actual experimental tests run throughout the United States, by
many different investigators, on elbow meters. Their 'study was made' to
determine a reasonable accurate basis for 'predicting discharge-ch~ra~ter-
istics as indepen~ent of piping arrangement limitations as possible" since
it is often impracticable to field calibrate elbow meters. The investi-
~ators concluded that in reference to Equation (1),
V2
.A H = Ck zg (1)
in which ~H is differential head across the bend, V is the average velocity
through the elbow, and Ck is a dimensionless coefficient dependent upon
the ratio of the center line radius, R, to the cross-sectional area radius,
r, Where x = R/r, the experimental data revie,wed by the investigators
was best defined by Equation (2) in general trend value over a large range
..;'
of X-values.
16 X
r 2 x+ll21..5~ -l)(loge x-i)
These investigators further concluded that there is a large
(2)
discrepancy~, in the results of the many different investigators, regardless
of the piping arrangement used. The effect upon ~k of chan~ing pipe lengths
(eyther down stream, approach, or both) is minor compared with the wide
range of values of Ck obtained by different investigators. Some of the
discrepancy in results may be due in part to the size and type of taps
used by the many investigators.
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Spink, L.K. (3) cites that the following precaution should be
taken in locating the elbow meter. The elbow should be located with at
least'25 diameters of straight pipe on the upstream side and 10 diameters
on the downstre~m side. The taps should be located 45° from each flange,
diametrically opposite one another. (See definitiqn·sketch in Figure 1,
page 6) For vertical installations, flow is preferred in the upward di-
rection to eliminate entrapment of air or vapors. The diameter of the
tap holes should not be greater than 1/8 the pipe diameter, D. Spink
further cites that Equation 2, page 3 can be used to determine values of
Ck ·
-5-
III. ~XPERIMENTAL STUDIES
It has a 4-inch inside diameter, and a 5~inch cent~r line radius. The
~lbow was tapped as shown in the "meter· d~finition sketch ll shown as
A. General Description of Test Apparatus
The 90° pipe elbow used as the90 0 Elbow meter
;
)..
model test ·meter was a Victaulic Full-Flow fitting (90 0 ELBOW - NO.IO).
Fig~~e l~ rage 6 .
2. Pump and FiRe Loop Asse~bly The pump is a 1:8 scale
model of ·a centrif~gal pump being used on S.S.ZULIA~ The pump is driven
by a 40 hp, direct current LIFELINE H, ,fr&me 4os-A motor manufactLir~d by
Westinghouse Electr~c Corporation; Buffalo, New York. Th~ motors are
especlpl1y designed to provide a wide speed r~~ge and accurate regulation
of the speed. The piping system, starting on the suction side, consists
of a 6 ... inch "drag arm" section of pipe inside the tallk, which is followed
by a 4-l/2 ... inch suctionline to the p~mp. l'he discharge pipe is 4 .inches
in diameter followed by the magnetic flow meter. This ,is :.foliowesl by:_a: '..~'.~~
ff' \
shQrt section ot 4-in9h pipe. ~he model 4·inch··90o elbow meter comes next
with a 4-inch pipe from the model m~ter to a wye. After the wye, a 6-
inch pipe returns the flow to the storage tank. A sketch of the test
facility is ,shown in ,Figure 2, Page 7 .
3~ M~gnet~c Flow ~eter wi~h ~t~ached Dyna~og Recorder
The accepted true rat~ of flow through the system was ,determined by means
t,of a previous~y calibrated 4-inch dynalog magnetic flow meter manufactured
by the Fo4 boro Company, Foxboro, Massachus'etts.
t ~ ~ t·
x=B..r
t
Flow
Direction
-
SECTION A-A
6h= h -h-o . I
h -h-o I
R
c
FIG. 1 OEFINITION SKETCH OF ELBOW METER
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A magnetic flow meter consists of two main parts: (1) a trans-
mitter, and (2) a recorder. The transmitter operates on the basis of
Faraday's Lay of electromagnetic induction; the voltage induced in a
conductor moving through a magnetic field is proportional to the velocity
of the conductor. The voltage is generated in a plane which is mutually
perpendicular to both the velocity of the conductor and the magnetic field.
The transmitter consists of a length of pipe with the inside coated with
a non-conductor, a magnetic field is established across the pipe by means
of a coil. The fluid flowing through the pipe at any velocity acts as a
conductor of length equal to the diameter of the pipe. Two electrodes on
each end of a diameter of the pipe recorded the voltage induced in the
field. Since the magnetic field and the diameter of the pipe remain con-
stant, the induced voltage is proportional to the velocity of the fluid.
The induced vbltage is measured on the recorder which is cal-
ibrated in units of flow, since flow is also proportional to the velocity
of the fluid when flowing through a constant cross section under a steady
state.
-8-
4. Manometer Board A standard 50-inch mercury-water
differential manometer was used to measure the transverse differential
head gradient between the inside and outside taps on the 90° elbow. The
manometer is calibrated so that i~ can be read to the nearest 1/1011 of
manometer liquid,
5. ,Density'Measurement The liquid concentration was
determined by taking a 1 liter 'sample of fluid from a pitot tube-type tap
located in the discharge line while the fluid was actually being pumped.
This graduated 1 liter sample was then weighed to the nearest one gram
-9-
on a beam balance.
B. Testing Procedures
The following general testing procedures were ~sed in gathe~ing
the experimental data for this investigation.
1. The motor was started and brought to the constant test spee4
(~750 R~) as indicated by the electric tachomet~r.
2. The discharge val~e was opened until the de~~red discharge
was reached a~ indicated on the dynalog recorder.
3. The differential manometer connecting the inside and outside
taps on the 90 Q ~lbow Meter were read and recorded.
4. The discharge was increased in even increments repeating step
3 af,ter each increase increment.
5. Three density determinations were made (equally spaced)
thrQughout a given complete cycle of discharges, (0 - 1110 gpm) taken in
8 increments.
6" Temperature determinations were made at the same time the
dena~ty~determinationwas made~
7. The complete test on each density tested was run a minimum
of two times.
C. Computational Procedures
The following experimentally ~easured parameters were determined
in this investigation.
Q - disc·harge
A
"" .. liquid density, (gil)
-10-
A H - transverse piezometric head differe.ntial across inside
and outside elbow taps. (ft. of H20)
T - te~perature(OF) .
The following computational" procedures were used in reducing and
interpreting the measured data.
1. Discharge
Q, (cfs) ~ 0.0334 R
where R = Dynalog recorder reading
2. Head Different~al
. . .A H (ft. Qf H20) = 1. 05 M
where M = differential manometer deflection, ( inches of H )g
3. Least Square Analysis Equations
a) In the expression Q = K (AH)a, the following two sunnnation
equations were used to determine values of I1K" and "a".
~og Q = n log K + a ~log (~H) (a)
- .. 2~ (log Q) (logAH) = log K ~log ~H + a ~ (log AH) (b)
where n ~ no. of experimental observations for each density
measurement.
b)
d
cIn the expression K = b (1000) , the following two
summation equations were used to determine value of nb" and "d".
~log K = n log b + d ~log (l~OO) (c)
2
~(log K) [log (l~OO)] = log b ~ log l~OO+ d Z.(logl~OO) (d)
The use of the two expressions (1) Q :::: K (AH)B, (2)
d
K = b (l~OO) are explained in the experimental analysis section
of this report.
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IV. A~ALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Theoretical Analysis
A theoretical analysis of the flow form through an elbow meter
involves the de,termining of the transverse piezometric head gradient, in
two dimensional curvilinear liquid fl~w arising from centrifugal effects.
It can be generally expressed as shown in Equation 3.
dR V2OR ;:: gR
where H is the piezometric head, R is the radius of streamline curvature,
(3)
V is the tangential velocity to the streamline, and g:. is the acceleration
due to gravity.
If V is taken as the average velocity through the bend, and ~ R
is ,tak~n as the diameter, D, and we assume the fluid is frictionless, we
can rewrite Equation ,3 as giv~n by Equation 4.
, 2
(L) '(-RD.,
,g (4)
A review of the literature' revealed many empirical and simplified
theotetical equations of the general form of Equation 4, and as shown in
Equation 5.
This, of course, is the ,equation that one would arrive at by a
dimensional analysis approach assum~ng the sameivariabl'esinvolved. Per-
haps a more appropriate equation·would also contain the liquid properties
of density and viscosity as shown in Equation 6.
(5)
(6)
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where NR, Reynolds Number, = I2~V
The effects of NR and RID will be discussed l~ter in this section
of the report.
~. Experimental Analysis
Since the experimental equipment us~d for this investi~ation
lent itself to convenient measurement of discharge, Q, and transverse
differential piezometric head,~H, the following mathematical ap~lysis
of the experimental data was used to obtain an empirical expression of
the form shown in Equation 7 .
(7 )
where
Q = disch~rge (cfs)
~H = transverse differential pie~ometric head (ft. of water)
K = Q~intercept on a log-log plot of Q vs.~H
where 4H = 1
a = slope of Q vs.~H line qf a log-log plot of datq .
!he form of this expression was decided upon after plotting
value of Q ve~sus ~H on a log-log scale. The plots show up as straight
lines. It will later be shown that the resulting empirical expression
of this form can be transformed to the general form of Equation 5.
(5)
By the method· of "Least Squares", the reduction (Jf the expel'!i-
mental data given in the Appendix gave the six equations ( of the form of
Equation 7) shown in Table 1.
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TABLE 1
LIQUID CONCENTRATION EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS
( grams/liter)
1000 Q 0.482 (AR)O.50
1127 Q = 0.477 (.6.R)O.47
1155 Q = 0.452 (A H) O. 48
1200 Q 0.427 (AR) 0. 49
1247 Q = 0.416 (AR)O.49
1291 Q 0.420 (AR) 0.48
S-ince it can be s'h'own by th-eory that (a = -t/2), and the values
of "a" obtained experimental:ly are very close to this value, it was de-
cided to let (a = 1/2) and to adjust the values of uK" accordingly. This
is accomplished by taking the six equations and forcing, (a= 1/2), then
\
computing the corresponding "K" values. The adjusted equations are given
in Table 2.
TABLE 2
LIQUID CONCENTRATION ADJUSTED EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS
(grams/liter)
1000 Q = 0.482 (A R) 1/2
1127 Q = 0.442 (Li. R//2
1155 Q = 0.430 (,AR)1/2
1200 Q = 0.416 (AR) 1/2
1247 Q = 0.404 (.AR)1/2
1291 Q ::::l 0.398 (AR)1/2
It is readily apparent from these adjusted expressions, that the
value of "K" is dependent upon concentration. From a plot of concentration
-14-
versus "K", it was apparent that concentration varied logarithmically with
"K" as given by Equation 8.
d = Slope of K vs. e/lOOO line on a log-log plot of the data
c d
K = b ( 1000)
where
K ~ Q-intercept on a log~log plot of Q vs. All where~H = 1
c = Liquid Concentration (gil)
(8)
b = K-:Lntercept on a log-log plot of K vs. c/lOOO where ~: ;;: 1000 gil.
A leas-t sq-uar~s analys is of the "K" versus "c" values 'def~ned by
the adjusted equatioffigiven in Table 2 gave the resulting Equation 9.
K ~ 0.481 (c/1000)-0.769 (9)
Placing the expression K ~ 0.481 (c/1000)-0.769 into the
1 · f "Q K (Au)l/Z. hI' · · 1 ·genera _ equat10n orm!" = _ L,¥.1 . , t e resu tlng emp1r1.Ca equat~on
is as given ip Equation 10.
1 •
(10)
The empirical expression is the end result of re~ucing all of
the e~p:~')'?riimental data obtained in this :,-~nvestigation. Table 3 shows, the
compa~ison of discharge measured by magnetic flow meter, Q , and discharge
m
computed {from ac tu~lexperimenta11ymeasured values of: (1) transverse
piezometric head differentia1,~, (2) Concentration~fby the use of
tl
Equation ,10.
From Table 3, it can be seen that the maximum percent error
(comparing measured discharge to computed discharge) is l5.l5%~ If the
lowest flow of 0.33 cfs is disregarded, the maximu~ observed error is 4.29%.
TA-BLE 3
Concentr-ation 1000 1127 1155 1200 1247 1291
gll
,0 to ~ '&J ~ ,0 ~ ,0 ~ ,0 ~ ,0 ~
a (') (') (') n -(') n
t:rj ~ ,-... ~ ,-.... trj ,-... tJ:j ,-... t:r:I,-.... ,-... ,-... M (') ti (1 titi () ti n 11 ()() () ti _H't ti H1 t1t-h I-h 1'1 J-h ti t-h t1 H1 0 m o- m 0en 0 to 0 to 0 (I)to
-ti ~ t1
~ ~ ti '-' Ii ~ ti ~ t1 -~
0
0·_33 0.34 0.03 0.28 15.15 0.30 9.09 0.32 -3~03 0.31 -6.06 0.31 -6.06
0.67 0.66 -1.52 0.67 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.66 -1.52
"\
....
1.00 0.99 -1.00 1.01 1.00 0.99 -1.00 1.00 0.00 1.01 1.00 0.96 -4.00
1';33 1.30 -2.26 1.31 -1.50 1.34 0.75 1.31 -1.50 1.32 0 .. 75 1.30 ·":~~;26
1~67 1.65 1.20 1.64 1.80 1.66 -0.60 1.66 0.60 1.64 1.80 1.61 3.59
2.00 2.00 0.00 1.99 0.-50 2.04 2.00 2 .. 00 0.00 2.01 0.50 2.02 ".1.00
2.33 2.35 0.-86 2.38 2.15 2.38 2.15 2.39 2.58 2.40 3.00 2.-43 4.29
2.47 2.49 0.81 2.50 1.21 2.51 1.62 2.5-1 1.62 2.54 2.83 2.52 2.02
Sunmation cf %Error 10 .. 68 23.31 17 .. 21 9.33 15 .. 94 24.74
Average- % Erro-r 1.34 2.91 2.15 1.17 1.99 3.09
I
~
VI
I
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A maximum error of 4.29% is within the accuracy that is expected from
discharge measurements made by an elbow meter. Also it is apparent from
observations of the raw data given in the Appendix ,that inconsistencies
do exist at the flow rate of 0.33 cfs.
C. Discussion of Experimental Analysis
1. Water
By use of the equation of continuity, (Q = AV), the equation
form, Q = K ~H)1/2 can be transformed into the commonly used expression,
2(~H = Ck V/2g). The resulting expression would be that given in Equation
11.
AH (11)
A 2
or by experimental determination, Ck equals 2g (i) ·
For the 4-inch diameter elbow used in this experimental inves-
tigation, and assuming water to be the liquid tested (K = 0.481), the
value of Ck is computed to be 2.12. If the value of Ck is computed from
.Equation 2 (Equation recommended for use in Literature Review),
16 X
2' X+l(X -l)(logeX_l )
2 (2)
where R, model elbow centerline radius, = 5 inches
r, model cross-sectional area radius = 2 inches
R
x =-.= 2.5
r
Ck is then computed to have a value of 2.02. This then implies that the
experimentally determined'Ck (value of 2.12) and the Ck (value of 2.02)
predicted by the previously rec,ommended equation results in the following
-17-
implies that the ,e'~perimental velocity agrees within 97 .6% of the velocity
I . ~J ~{
with in 95% of the recommended computed value. Actu~11y velocit~~s and
discharges would vary by the square root of this ratio, (0.953). This
Or that the exp~rimental value agreesratio.
computed by the recommended equation.
It is believed that in the case of a pipeline carrying water,
where an unca1!brated elbow meter is in use, that the equation,recommended
in the literature review would be an acceptable equation to us~ for com-
puting a value of ek . The experimental results of di$charges computed
in this investigation agree within 97.6% of those that one would have
computed if he had accepted the recommended equation.
It may also be brought out that if we compare actual measured
values of discharge with values computed ,by the empirical equation deter-
mined in this investigation' (Refer to Tab'~e 3), that the average error
';,'"
J;',
over ·the discharge range investigated is 1.34%for water. This indicates
·A~~-~;-.,::
,f'1
that the expression recommended in Literature Review would have fallen
within a 95% accuracy . One would be" O:nwi:S~ to h~pe for any 'better
agreement ff.qm an' uncalibrated elbow meter.
2. Silt-Clay-W~ter'Mixtures (Weehawken Mud)
The innnediate previous ·discussion was limited to water b,eing
the fluid for which discharges were being measured by a 90 0 elbow meter.
Since this investigation also concerned itself with silt-clay-water mix-
tures, the handling of such ~tx~~res will be discussed here.
, .. :1
Frpm Equation 10, i~ can readily be seen that the concentration
factor determ~~ed in th~~ investigation ( c -0.769'1000 )
is in essence
believed that this "concentration factor",
-18-
q correction to the "K" factor in the general equation form used. It is
( C. ) ~O.769. a vall'd~OOO ' ~s
factor on.ly when "Weehawken Mud" is the silt-clay-water mixture being
handled.
(In the past year, on a dredging project being conducted for
Ellicott Machine Corporation, we have had the occasion to handle a mud
tak~n from Sparrows Point in the Baltimore Harbor. It hqs been found
that the viscous properties of the latter mud are quite different from
those of the Wehawken M~d, This leads us to think that probably there
is no such "mud" as a "typical dredging mud", It is this authQr's per~
sonal opinion that "concentration, (gil)" is a poor single criteria to
base viscous effects upon.
_.
D. Prototype Recommendations
rhe IJp,roject sponsqrlJ presented the following data for recommend-
atien concerning a possible -:prototype elbow meter to be used on one of
their dredges.
R, elbow centetline radius ~ ]5 inch~s
r, cross sectional area radius = 16 inches
" X, dimensionless ratio R/r ~ 4.6875
It is recommended here that the Equation 2 cited in the Liter-
atrre Review be used for computing a value o~ Ck ,
c .=
k
16 X
L 2 X+l:J2~X -l)(loge X-l~ (2)
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The resulting Ck value computed from this Equat~on 2 is 0.908. 2
For the case of this specific prototype meter handl:Lng water, AH = (Oi908)V2 ' ., g
~e following thrQe e~ations can be used for this protp~ype meterlhandling
water, depending upon what parameter0is desired.
AH V
2
(11)::::; (0.908)2g
V = 2.203 g (A H) 1/2 (12)
Q = 12.31 g (AH)I/2 (13)
* Equations 11, 12, 13 are good only for the specific prototype defined
in this section and are good only for water.
SinGe Weehawken'mud was used in this investigation, the con-
Gentration factor for the mud as determined from this investigation
(C/lOOO) ~O. 769 can be applied to adjust the value of Ck when the
Weehawken ffilJ;d is a, liquid being metered.
c' = (~)O.769 C
kk 1000 *(14)
where
t:,.
C' k = adjusted Ck vahle for handling Weehawken mud,
l6X
c = . ft' 2 . x+l,l 2
kCX ~l)(loge x~i)-J
-~ .= concentration of Weehawken mud, gil
* Note the exponent on the concentration factor is positive in this
expression.
It should be explained that the' assumption made here to use this
corrected value of elk is that the vEcous effect wi~i be the same in model
and prototype. This assumption is discussed in detail in References (1,2).
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To see just how well Equation 2, Page 3 (Equation recommended
for use in lrterature review), reflects the discharge measured by the
magnetic flow meter, Table 4 is presented. The density correction
~quation Ck ' ~ (C/IOOO)O.769Ck is used to correct the recommended
equation for each qensity measured. It can be seen from Table 4, that
if we disregard the flow of 0.33 cfs, then the largest observed error is
6.87%. From this comparison, it can be concluded that the recommended
equation will predict the experimentally measured discharges over the
entire r~nge within a 93% accuracy.
~ABLE 4
Concentr-a tion 1:000 1127- 1155 12-00 1247 1291
gil I ! '
to ,0 ~ .0 ~ .0 ~ .,0 ~ .0 ~ 1 f;diS ~
S :;c :;c ~ ~ ~ [Xj trJtJ:j ,,-.... tx:J ,-... tz:j ,-... t:rj ,-... .,-......
.r-.. ,-... H () ti n I'i () 1'1 0 ti() () ti n ti Hl li t-h t1 H1 tiM1 H1 K t-'h ti J-h 0 (t) 0 (t) 00 (t) 0 CIlm 'co 0 m l'i '-" ti1; '-' li '-'
'-' '-' ti '-' ti '-'
0.33 .35 6~1 0.29 12.10 0.31 ~.O6 0.33 0.00 0.32 3.03 0.32 3.03
0.67 .68 1.49 0.69 2.99 0.69 2.99 0.69 2.99 0.69 2.99 0.68 -"1.49
1.00 1.01 1.00 1.03 3.00 1.01 ::~l-.OQ 1.02 2::(0'0·':' 1:_03 3.00 0.98 2.00
1.33 1.33 -0 ... 00 1c34 0.75 1.37 3.01 1.34 0 .. 75 1.35 1.50 1.33 0.00
1.67 1 .. 69 1.20 1.68 -' -:{}',-;'!,6D 1.70 1.80 1.70 1.80 1.68 0.60 1.65 1.20
2.00 2.05 2.50 2.04 . 2.00 '2.09 4.50 2.05 2.50 2.06 3.00 2.07 3.50
2.33 2 .. 40 3.00 2.43 4.27 2 .. 43 4.27 2.44 4.72 2.46 5.58 2.49 6 .. 87
2.47 2.55 3.24 2 .. 56 3.64 2.57 4.05 2.57 4.05 2.60 5.26 2 ~58 4.45
Summation of 7oErtor_--- 18.53 29.35 27.68 18.81 24.96 25.40
I~
Average % Error 2.32 3.67 3.46 2.35 3.12 3.18
,-
I
N
'a
I
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V. CONCLUSIONS
The following statements are made concerning the conclusions that
can be drawn from this experimental investigation.
A. A 4-inch 90° Elbow "Meter was calibrated in place against: a cal-
ibrated magnetic flow meter, to reflect the discharge indicated by the
magnetic flow meter witnin a 95% accuracy for all liquid densities tested.
(The discharge range for this claimed accuracy was from 0.67 cfs to 2.47 cfs
in a 4-inch pipeline. This is a pipe velocity range of 11.5 to 29 fps.)
B. The empi1;ical calbiration equat'ion d,~termined to cover the entire
density range tested is. Q = 0.481 (1~00)-0.'769 (A H)1/2. It will reflect
the accuracy claimed in part A above.
C. In the commonly used expression, A H ;:: Ck [v2/2gJ' a Ck value
of 2.12 was computed from the above equation cited in part B for water
being the fluid.
D. A literature review reveals the most recommended equation for a
90° Elbow Meter to be C =. ,16' X . 2
k [X2 ~l)(loge i~i)J
From this equation a computed value of Ck is equal to 2.02. Discharges
computed with th~s value agree within a 93% accuracy with the values ex-
perimenta1ly measured at all densities tested. (See Table 4, page 21)
E. It is recommended from this investigation that the equation cited
in part D is the best equation available for use when an elbow meter cannot
be calibrated in place.
F. The value of Ck was found to definitely change with liquid
density. It is the author~ opinion thqt density alone is not the re-
-23 ...
sponsible factor, but that viscous property changes along with density
changes are responsible for the change in Ck , (Probably Ck = ¢(Reynolds
No, R/r).
G. Extrema· caution should be observed in using an empirical: expression
based upon the testing of a single type of silt-clay-water mixture. (Two
different type of dredging muds have, been investigated in this laboratory
and they show marked differences in vis'c·¢Jj~_;,:; properties and behavior.)
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(1) "Fortino, E. P.
VISCOSITY AND PUMPABILITY STUDY OF BOTTOM MATERIAL IN A
DREDGING C~NNEL, Draft of Report for Marine Design Division,
U.S. Army Engineer District, Philadelphia, Corps of Engineers,
r
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, May, 1959.
(2) Herbich, J. B., Brach, PIL.
SCALE EFFECT ON 270 0 PIPE BENDS FOR BINGHAM BODY FLUID, Fritz
Engineering Laboratory Report No. 277-M.... lO, ~ehigh University,
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, June, 1960.
(3) Spink, L. K.
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TABULATED EXPERIMENTAL DATA
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TABULATED EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR 90° ELBOW METER
Density 1000 gil T~mperature 69° F
M, Manometer Def1. in inches oe H M ave. Have.g
R* Q(cfs.) Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 (in of H .) Ft. of Waterg
0 a a 0 a a 0 0
10 0.33 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5
20 0.67 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.9
30 1.00 4.0 3.9 4.0 4.2
40 1.33 6.9 6.8 6.9 7.3
50 1.67 11.2 10.9 11.1 11.7
60 2.00 16.5 16.3 16.4 17 .2
70 2.33 22.9 22.7 22.8 23.9
74 2.47 25.5 25.5 25~",5.4 26.8
Density 1127 gIl Temperature 78°F
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a
10 0.33 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4
20 0.67 2.1 2.3 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.3
30 1.00 4.8 5.0 4.8 5.2 5.0 5.3
40 1.33 8.3 8.7 8.5 8.6 8.5 8.9
50 1.67 13.1 13.6 13.9 13.8 13.2 13.9
60 2.00 19.2 19.1 20.0 19.6 19.5 20.5
70 2.33 27.8 28.1 27.6 28.0 27 .9 29.3
7/+ 2.47 30.3 30.5 31.3 30.9 30.8 32.~
*It is the Discharge reading indicated on the Dynalog Recorder from the Magnetic Flow
meter.
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TABULATED EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR 90° ELBOW METER
Dens,ity 1155 gil Temperature 78°F
M, Manometer Defl. in inches of H M ave. AH ave.g
R* Q(cfs) Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 (in. of H .) Ft. of Water
0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0.33 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.5
20 0.67 2.3 2.2 2.3 2.4
3J 1.00 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.3
40 1.3~ 9.0 9.2 9.1 9.6
50 1.67 14.0 14.2 14.1 14.8
60 2.00 21.3 21.0 21.2 22.3
70 2.33 29.1 29.1 29.1 30.6
74 2.47 32.2 32.2 32.2 33.8
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~A~ULA~EDEXPERIMENTALDATA FOR ,9qo EH~OW METER
I "i· i . i
Density 1247 gil TerpE~ratttre 80°F
-4 '
R Q(cfs) Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4. ~(in of H .) Ft. of Waterg
0 0 0 0 0
°
10 0.33 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
20 0.67 2.5 2.6 2.6 2.7
30 1.00 5.8 6.0 5·.9 6.2
40 1.33 10.1 9.8 10.0 :LO.5
50 l.67 15.7 15.4 15.6 16.4
60 2.00 23,5 23,0 23.3 24,5
70 2.33 33.0 33.4 33.2 34.9
74 2.47 37.2 37.2 37.2 39.1
D~nsity+291 ~Ll ,Temperature 76°F,( .,'"., I
0. 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0.33 0.6 0,6 0.6 0.6 0.6
20 0.67 2.7 2.8 2.5 2.7 2.a
30 1.00 5.5 5,7 5.7 5.6 5.9
40 1.33 10.1 10,8 10.1 10,3 10.8
50 1.67 15.2 15.9 16.3 l5.8 16.6
60 2.00 24.4 25.0 25.1 24,8 26.0
70 2.33 36.3 35,7 35.7 35.9 37.7
74 2.47 38.8 38.8 38~5 .38.7 40.6
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